
A STUDY ON ATTRITION LEVEL

study is to know the reasons, why attrition occurs, to identify the factors which make employees dissatisfy, to know the
satisfactory level of employees towards.

But with time, they apply for higher education and try to move on to other organizations or sectors to occupy
top management positions. Retailers may monitor return customers through online channels, coupon
redemption, or other methods, but cash-paying customers are not as simple to track. But it becomes a problem
when the attrition rate is abnormal. The percentage of women workers is also responsible for higher attrition
rate. Study concentrates the reasons for attrition. Another factor is career growth. Sometimes it is done to fill
the vacant positions with qualified individuals but in long run it comes out to be counter â€”productive and
therefore leads to turnover which is unavoidable. Internal information and knowledge is being shared outside.
Job Satisfaction and Turnover Intent Historically, lots of researchers believe that the major reason for
employees to leave is the dissatisfaction from job. H1 is accepted There is a significant relationship between
the experience and dissatisfaction of job. Marketing agencies can easily calculate attrition rate by consulting a
list of currently active clients. Loyalty and commitment has lost its value. Some of the respondent may not
agree with the statement 4. Pros and Cons of Attrition Rate Calculating attrition rate is a simple process for
most businesses, and this metric can be used to formulate company goals and objectives. Sometimes though,
there are situations where holding back an employee can be very difficult. It is important to understand the
expectations of employees and derive strategy in accordance. Any suggestions for the reduction of attrition in
your organization? Well, the most obvious reason for employees leaving any organization is higher pay. Cusp
Catastrophe Model of Employee Turnover. He also insisted that proper performance appraisal system does not
exist in that Organization. Employee motivation? The organization should conduct more external training
programs to improve the efficiency of the employees. Stage 1 is when employee, because he is dissatisfied
with his job starts thinking about quitting, and as result stage 2 , starts evaluating other job and the expenses
related to quitting and then comes in stage 3 the emergence of intention to search for new job. Sharing of
Knowledge with Others â€” Allow the members to share their knowledge with others. Another method to
reduce attrition rate is that they should find out why employees are leaving the organization from the
employees who are working for the past so many years. Thus it is necessary to look at attrition from both
perspectives so that the eventual benefit is for the organization as well as the employees. The investigator
already knows the substantial amount the research problems before the project is initiated. The researcher
suggested for training sessions, overseas opportunity for the employees, Employee stock option, good work
environment, flexi timings, recreation etc. The closed ended questions were used because it is easier to analyze
a particular psychology all across the sample size. The organization should provide more recreational activity
to employees to relieve form stress. Hiring or Recruitment Costs: Costs of advertisement, agency costs,
employee referral costs, internet posting costs, etc 2.


